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Introduction
This guide has been compiled to provide further information to pupils
and parents about the range of options and opportunities in the S4-6
Senior Phase curriculum. Should you require any further details,
please do not hesitate to contact either myself, Mr Caddell, Depute
Head, or Mrs Murton, PT Pupil Support.
Mr A Breen, Acting Head Teacher
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It’s your choice…
Welcome to the Senior Phase of Gairloch High School.
The choices facing a young person over the school leaving age are:

Continue at school – SQA
units/courses at various levels,
National 4/5, Highers, Advanced
Highers, College Courses.

Higher Education Institution Degree.

Job/Employment.

Further Education College –
NC, HNC, HND.
Modern Apprenticeships.

It is important that all pupils consider the best choice for themselves so that they develop
skills and obtain the teaching, learning and training which will lead to the qualifications
necessary for the career they wish to follow. To help pupils to make a sensible choice it is
important that they make use of their Pupil Support Teacher, the Careers Adviser,
parents/guardians, employers and friends. This booklet will give background information to
help pupils in making this choice.
Continuing at School
Why stay on at school?
Some answers could be:
 To get additional qualifications
 I'm not ready to leave!
 Parental pressure!
 Put off making choices
 Nothing else to do
What is the Senior Phase?

The Senior Phase is a 3-year programme when a young person will build up a portfolio of
qualifications. It is the stage of education at which the relationship between the curriculum
and National Qualifications becomes of key significance.
The curriculum framework and the qualifications system will provide a range of opportunities
to meet the needs of all learners, whether aspiring to achievements at SCQF level 1 or at
SCQF level 7. These can be National 4/5,Highers, Advanced Highers, or less traditional
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Foundation Apprenticeships, NPAs, Skills for work courses, etc.
Whilst traditional
progression may be N5 in S4, Higher in S5 and AH in S6, there are now a number of
alternatives, such as opting to take Highers over 2 years, returning to completing N5s in S5
or S6, completing SQA Work Placements/Leadership programmes or taking Open University
Modules.

The curriculum in the senior phase comprises more than programmes which lead to
qualifications. A key priority is that we support students to develop skills for learning, skills
for life and skills for work, and thus, there is a continuing emphasis, for example, on health
and wellbeing appropriate to this phase, opportunities for personal achievement, service to
others and practical experience of the world of work.
What can I study in the Senior Phase at GHS?
The 2018/19 curriculum will be based on a choice form with 6 columns in S4 and 5 columns
in S5/6 containing all the examinable subjects. Pupil Support will be having learning
conversations about subject choice, so it is important that this booklet is studied
beforehand. Pupils should also consult with the Heads of Faculty of those subjects which
they hope to consider for next session to find out at what level that department suggests the
pupil should study
Pupils in S4 should take English and Maths plus four other subjects at N4/5. S5 and S6
pupils are expected to have a viable timetable, which means that all pupils in S5 will take
five subjects and S6 students should be studying at least four subjects. These can range
from college courses to Advanced Highers. Some S6 pupils will have a study column. A
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small number may also have work experience. All S6 pupils are expected to take part in
some form of Wider Achievement.
How can I get the most from the Senior Phase at GHS?
Over the last year in GHS, all students have been involved in growth mindset workshops,
focusing on commitment, belief and improving study skills, and as pupils enter the Senior
Phase, there is a huge leap in the level of commitment needed from National 4 and 5 to
completing Higher and Advanced Higher courses successfully. Pupils need to be fully
committed to these courses from the very beginning. This includes engaging with
homework and planning independent study time.

We are committed to our young people and will keep in touch with parents throughout the
year, especially if there are areas of concern. This will include letters home and telephone
conversations with Support Staff.
NB: There is no automatic right for pupils to be allowed to sit an exam.
Pupils must show:
 Commitment and consistent hard work
 An ability to pass the final exam
 A viable prelim mark
If pupils are not showing a sufficient level of commitment and fail to meet the required
standard then they may be:
 Presented at a more suitable level - e.g. National 5 rather than Higher
 Allowed to sit internal assessments only in S5 and to sit the final exam in S6
 Withdrawn from the course
If prelim marks fall below 40% then there is no guarantee that the pupil will be allowed to sit
the SQA exam. The final decision as to whether pupils will be allowed to continue with a
course lie with the school in consultation with parents/carers/guardians.
All pupils will also have one period a week Personal Social and Health Education (PSHE),
and Core PE. These classes are part of the Core Curriculum and as such are compulsory.
While we endeavour to offer as wide a choice as possible, some courses may not run due to
a lack of pupil uptake.
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Pupil Support
Mrs Helen Murton is our Principal Teacher of Pupil Support. She would be your first port of
contact for any pastoral concerns or issues, and enables a continuity of contact to be
maintained between a pupil and his/her Support Teacher for the whole of the pupil's school
education and with that pupil's family. The Support Teacher looks after the pastoral,
curricular and vocational needs of your son/daughter.
Parents/Guardians may telephone or email the school and make an appointment to see Mrs
Murton to discuss the progress of their son/daughter and the choices facing him/her.
Mrs Murton is also involved in developing and delivering PSHE curriculum of all pupils in
S4-S6. The core elements of this special programme are Health Education, Careers
Education, Work Experience, Study Skills and Citizenship. Speakers with specialist
knowledge are involved in the programme as appropriate throughout the session.

Support for Learning
The Support for Learning Department supports pupils with additional support needs. Mrs
Carol Bulmer, the Principal Teacher of Support, can be contacted in regards to any support
for Learning enquiries.

Work Experience
Pupils in S5/S6 may be able to undertake regular Work
Experience as part of their timetable. This work experience
should relate to the choices made by the pupil with regard to
career, Modern Apprenticeships, training and interests.
What is it?
Work Experience is a scheme where pupils visit places of work and work alongside people
who are earning their living.
Why do it?
 You get first-hand experience of working
conditions
 It’s a chance to find out about particular jobs and
training requirements
 It’s an opportunity to ask questions and get
information
 It gives each pupil responsibility and builds
confidence
 Improve core skills
Pupils who undertake Work Experience will also complete an Employability Qualification.
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Education Maintenance Allowance (EMA)
The Education Maintenance Allowance (EMA) is an allowance of £30 per week payable to
eligible young people who stay on in full-time education after their 16th birthday. It can be
paid for a maximum of 2 years. All awards are means-tested.
The young person has to complete a Learning Agreement, which is a contract
between the young person and his/her school or college. Pupils must read and adhere
to the terms and conditions laid down as failure to do so results in non-payment of
their allowance.
Who can apply?
Applications are made on-line via the Highland Council website submission dates will be
identified on the application. Late applications will be accepted but these may not be
processed in time for the start of the session. All applications will be processed in date
order. Applications can be made for more than one child in a family, provided they are over
16.
How is an Education Maintenance Allowance calculated?
EMA awards will be payable on the basis of the total annual income of the household of the
young person.
Income

No. of dependent children in
the household

Award

£0 – 24,421 *

1

£30

£0 – 26,884 *

2+

£30

What if I am unable to provide all the information required?
A provisional award may be made when the pupil or the pupil’s parents have been
temporarily unable to supply information on which a final assessment can be made.
Acceptance of a provisional award must be on a clear understanding that the award remains
to be finalised. Finalisation of an award may result in any overpayment being
reclaimed by the authority.
When is the EMA Paid?
The award will be made fortnightly in arrears and will be paid directly into the young person’s
bank account. If they do not have a bank or building society account, it will be necessary to
open one. This account must be one that accepts BACS payments (please check with your
bank if you are unsure).
Further
https://www.highland.gov.uk/info/899/schools_information is available from the
_grants_and_benefits/14/education_maintenance
Highland Council website:
_allowance
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Expressive Arts

Art
There are three main elements within the Art and Design course:
Expressive Activity: involves pupils in expressing their thoughts, ideas and responses to a
subject or theme visually; this includes drawing and painting in various media.
Design Activity: involves pupils in solving a design problem and encourages them to use
their creative and imaginative skills to produce ideas and present a final solution; this
includes graphics, illustration and digital design.
Art and Design Studies: pupils undertake research and critical study into artists and
designers who inspire them in their design and expressive work.

Entry Requirement
National 4 and National 5: Pupils will have successfully completed the S3 Art course in
order to progress to National 4 or 5. Pupils will demonstrate their ability to Art Department
staff during the course and will be placed at the appropriate level by March.
Higher: pupils must have National 5 and achieved Grades A or B.
If pupils have NOT studied art in S3/4 they will be required to undertake the National 4 or 5.
How will I be assessed?
There will be continuous assessment for both the Design and Expressive units.
Pupils will require to compile a folio or sketchbook with examples of their own work (this will
be their homework).
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Exams:
National 5: there is a written exam as well as continuous assessment for practical work.
Higher: there is a written exam as well as continuous assessment for practical work.
Will I succeed?
The answer rather depends on you! Progression up or down the SQA levels is possible and
the Art staff will monitor progress very carefully. Art requires self-discipline, a critical eye and
patience above all else. You should make as many visits as you can to local art exhibitions,
or further afield if possible. Make visits to local art shops to view materials and examples,
keeping an eye on opportunities for workshops or extra-curricular opportunities such as ‘lifedrawing’ classes.

Music
The aims of these courses are to enable learners to:
 develop performing skills on two instruments
 create original music
 listen to music with a critical ear, and broaden
their knowledge and understanding of music
of different cultures and periods of history
 Reflect on their own work and that of others.

Recommended Entry
Normally pupils would be expected to have attained National 5 level (for Higher) or
National 4 level (for National 5). However, it is acknowledged that many pupils
pursue musical interests outside school, and have attained high practical standards
as a result. These pupils, by negotiation with the teacher, may be presented at
National 5 or Higher level.

National 5 / Higher / Advanced Higher Music Course Details
There are 3 mandatory units:
 Performing Skills – on 2 instruments. Learners will have to show musical
flow and accuracy when playing, as well as being able to reflect on and
comment on their performing skills.
 Composing Skills – studying the skills of professionals, and experimenting
with those same skills in creating original music. Critical reflection of the
processes and the results will again take place during this activity.
 Understanding Music – listening to a wide range of musical styles,
understanding musical concepts, and analysing written music. An
understanding of the social and cultural context of the musical styles will
also be explored.
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To gain the award of the Course, the learner music pass all of these units, as well as
the course assessment.

Course Assessment (National 5 & Higher):
Course Assessment will be achieved through a performance on both instruments, in
front of an external examiner, as well as an assignment and a written paper.

Course Assessment (Advanced Higher)
Only at Advanced Higher Level will there be
a choice in part of the Course
Assessment. Learners may either deliver a
performance on their 2 chosen instruments,
or deliver a performance on 1 instrument
and submit a portfolio of original
compositions. The written paper and
assignment is also included in AH Course
Assessment.

Drama
Drama in GHS encourages
pupils to exercise imagination
and creativity. They develop
important skills, attitudes and
attributes, including creativity and
adaptability,
learning
independently and as part of a
group,
critical
thinking,
enthusiasm and confidence.
Pupils develop practical skills in creating and presenting drama and knowledge and
understanding of cultural and social influences on drama. They analyse and evaluate how
the use of self-expression, language and movement can develop their ideas for drama. They
also develop critical-thinking skills as they investigate, develop and apply a range of drama
skills and production skills.
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The course aims to enable candidates to:
 Generate and communicate thoughts and ideas when
creating drama
 Develop a knowledge and understanding of a range of
social and cultural influences on drama
 Develop a range of skills in presenting drama
 Develop knowledge and understanding of the use of a
range of production skills when presenting drama
 Explore form, structure, genre and style
Entry Requirements into N5:
Pupils should have achieved the fourth curriculum level in BGE
or the National 4 Drama course or equivalent qualifications and/or experience prior to
starting this course.
Entry requirements into Higher:
Pupils would normally be expected to have achieved an A or a B pass at National 5 Drama.
Pupils also need a good standard of written English: an A or B pass at National 5 is required,
and pupils should therefore be viable Higher English Candidates.
How will I be assessed?
Both N5 and Higher Drama involve a practical performance and written exam
Component 1: Question paper -Worth 40% of final grade
Component 2: Practical performance – the performance exam allows pupils to specialise in
acting, designing or directing. Worth 60% of final grade.
What you need to know
The performance standard required is
high.
Pupils will need to give up significant
amounts of time to extra rehearsals.
It is very rewarding and a great deal of
fun.
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Physical Education
All pupils in S4-6 will have two periods of Core Physical Education. The emphasis is on
pupil’s choosing an activity in which they will work hard to improve their performance
concentrating on the ‘Significant Aspects of Learning’.
Full participation is encouraged to benefit all pupils’ health and wellbeing.
National 3/4/5/ Higher
In each course, pupils will have the opportunity to take part in a variety of activities. Pupils
are expected to take part in all activities as a lack of participation will affect progression and
influence their final grade. Learning will be through practical and theory/written work in which
pupils will consider factors that can impact performance.
The Higher course will offer pupils the opportunity to study Physical Education at a
challenging level. The course will have performance as its prime focus and pupils will be
engaged in integrated practical experiential studies which will advance their skills and
techniques while developing knowledge and understanding, evaluating, investigating and
performance analysis competencies. The course will contribute to the personal and social
development of pupils.
What will I study?
National 4 and 5 each consist of two areas of study:
 Performance Skills: pupils will work to improve their performance in a number of

activities and their two best areas of performance will be used for SQA
assessment purposes
 Factors Impacting on Performance: pupils will have an understanding of skill
learning and factors (mental/physical/social/emotional) affecting performance and
participation; they will learn about body conditioning for health and fitness and
describing and evaluating performance
The physical activities undertaken will arise from a process of consultation between staff and
pupils, which will take into account the interests and talents of the pupil and the constraints
on both staff and pupil.
Assessment
Practical assessment will be within class activities within class time. For pupils wishing to be
assessed in ‘other’ activities they should see Mrs Hildrey before choosing National 4/5 PE. It
may not be possible to use ‘alternative’ activities for assessment at National 4/5.
Around December-January, it will be decided whether pupils will be entered for either the
National 3, National 4 or National 5 qualification; this will depend on both their progress in
the units and the quality of coursework.
National 4 pupils will have an extra unit (practical and a portfolio) to complete at the end of
the course; this is internally assessed pass or fail within school.
National 5 pupils
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 Complete two practical assessments worth 50% of the final mark (marked /30 each)

This is internally assessed and moderated by SQA
 Also a portfolio worth 50% of the final mark(marked /60). This is completed and

submitted by a deadline and externally marked by SQA
Higher



Final exam two and a half hours long which is 50% of final grade
Two Single assessed one-off performances. Together make up 50% of final
grade, each activity is marked out of 30

Recommended Entry
The N3/4/5 course is for pupils who have a genuine interest in Physical Education and who
are prepared to work hard to improve their own fitness, performance and understanding of
physical activity. The course requires a degree of fitness which pupils should be prepared to
work at in their own time; participation in lunchtime/after school and community activities
would also be beneficial to all pupils.
For Higher, while entry is at the discretion of the department, pupils would normally be
expected to have attained one of the following:
 National 5 level award at Grade A or B
 Higher requires a National 5 pass in English at Grade A or B

S6 pupils who have not completed National 5 Physical Education may be considered for this
course depending on their present practical ability, academic performance and commitment
to sport in school extra-curricular activities or within their community.
Pupils are expected to be training and playing TWO activities regularly throughout the
course.
Progression
 National 3 > National 4 > National 5 > Higher
 An HNC/HND in associated subject areas like sports coaching or officiating
 A degree in Physical Education to become a teacher
 Degree courses in associated subject areas, like sports science and physiotherapy
 An apprenticeship with the local leisure centre
 A career in amateur/professional sport or dance
 Employment in the fitness, health, leisure and recreation industries, like our local

leisure centre and swimming pool
 Employment in sports/dance development
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Outdoor Education
Purpose
This course is designed to develop an interest in outdoor
activities and an appreciation of the outdoor environment. We
take advantage of our outstanding local environment to
experience mountain biking, bike mechanics, hillwalking and
climbing. In partnership with West Highland College we hope to
offer Sea Kayaking.
Recommended Entry This course is suitable for anyone who is interested in outdoor
activities, regardless of their level of experience or fitness. Willingness to participate, a spirit
of co-operation and consistent good attendance are the most important pre-requisites for
joining. While all technical equipment is provided, participants must provide their own boots,
a small rucksack, waterproof jacket and trousers, hat, gloves and warm clothing.
Course Details It may be possible to gain an SQA unit in
hillwalking and Cycle maintenance. In addition to the above
award pupils will also have the opportunity to participate in
the National Indoor Climbing Award Scheme. This award is
recognised in the UK outdoor industry and recognised by
Higher and Further Education outdoor pursuit’s courses.

Career Relevance
Adventure tourism is an
increasingly important sector of the Highland economy.
This course is of value to those interested in a career in
this industry, in sports and fitness coaching and in
outdoor activity instruction. In the past, many pupils
intending to pursue academic courses at University
have chosen this option to enhance their sixth year
experience and their UCAS application.
Safety
The school is fortunate to have some teachers who are qualified to lead one or more outdoor
activities. All activities will be led and supervised by suitably qualified and experienced staff.
All specialised safety equipment will be provided.
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Languages

English
The following courses will be on offer:

National 4
There are four units for this course which pupils either pass or fail.
All units are internally assessed.
 Unit 1: Creating and Production (Writing and Talking skills)
 Unit 2: Analysis and Evaluation (Reading and Listening skills)
 Unit 3: Literacy (Reading, Listening, Writing and Talking skills)
 Added Value Unit: a research project of the pupil’s choice which
uses all of the skills covered in Units 1 and 2
There will be no final exam for this course.

National 5 /Higher
Both courses comprise of a writing folio, and internally assessed language unit and the final
exam.





Writing Folio: 30%
 One Creative or reflective Writing piece
 One Discursive Writing piece
Final Exam: 70%
 Reading for Analysis, Understanding and Evaluation (30%)
 Critical Reading: read an extract from a Scottish text previously
studied and answer questions; write one critical essay on a
previously studied text from a choice of Drama, Prose, Poetry,
Film and Television Drama or Language (20% each)

Internally assessed language unit: analytically discussing the studied texts

Pupils will receive an SQA accreditation graded A – D.
Entry Requirements:
N5 Any pupil who wishes to undertake the National 4 course in S5
should have demonstrated throughout S1-3 that they are capable of
meeting the standards at National 5. Pupils wishing to undertake the
National 5 course in S5 should have passed National 4.
H Entry to Higher requires a pass at National 5 level.
Pupils may sit stand alone units if they don’t feel ready to sit the full
course at this time.

Advanced Higher: Further details from the English Department.
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French
Knowledge of a foreign language is a life skill. Languages not only give you an
edge in the job market and greater opportunities to travel and work abroad, but
they also help you to understand other cultures.
The following courses will be on offer:
National 4, National 5, Higher and Advanced Higher.
The aim of these courses is to offer progressive development of competence in the four skill
areas of listening, talking, reading and writing, within a widening range of contexts and
language purposes. These courses enable learners to
communicate,
be critical thinkers, develop cultural awareness, and be
creative.
They allow flexibility, personalisation and choice, to
enable learners to achieve in different ways and
at an appropriate pace.
National 4 is assessed throughout the
course on the skills of Reading, Writing,
Listening and Talking. It also includes an
Added Value unit in which pupils research
information in French.
National 5: Course Assessment will consist of an
internal assessment of talking in early March, a folio
(one short piece of writing) and external exams
(reading, listening and writing) in May. Units
(Listening & Reading and Talking & Writing) are
optional.
Higher: Course Assessment will consist of an internal assessment of talking in early March,
a folio (one short piece of writing) and external exams (reading, listening and writing) in
May. Units (Listening & Reading and Talking & Writing) are optional.
Advanced Higher: Course Assessment will consist of a portfolio (research into literature,
media or language) an assessment of talking in March and external exams (reading,
listening and writing) in May. Units (Listening & Reading, Talking & Writing and
Specialist Study) are optional.

German
German will be offered as part of the Highland Council Virtual
Academy at both N5 and Higher Levels. Students should be able to
work independently and should have a high level of motivation if they
are to be considered for the course. Please see the section towards
the end of the book.
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Gàidhlig

Carson Gàidhlig? / Why Gaelic?
Aig ceann shuas na sgoile tha Roinn na Gàidhlig a’ tairgsinn chùrsaichean aig diofar ìrean - Ìre Nàiseanta 4,
Ìre Nàiseanta 5, Àrd-Ìre agus Sàr Àrd-Ìre.
The Gaelic Department offers a range of courses in the senior phase – National 4, National 5, Higher and
Advanced Higher.
Cuiridh na cùrsaichean seo ris na sgilean a fhuair thu gu ruige seo. Dh’fhaodadh iad cuideachd a bhith mar
dhrochaid eadar an sgoil agus colaistean is oilthighean agus saoghal na h-obrach. Tha teisteanasan ann an
Gàidhlig a cheart cho feumail ri cuspairean eile a thaobh àite fhaighinn ann am foghlam àrd-ìre no obair
fhaighinn.

These courses will add to the skills you have previously developed. They could also be the ‘bridge’ required
between school and higher education and the world of work. Qualifications in Gàidhlig share equal validity with
other subjects and languages when applying for further education.

Tha dìth luchd-obrach ann an Alba san latha an-diugh airson na h-obraichean Gàidhlig a th’ ann. Mar sin, tha
an t-uabhas de chothroman obrach ann do dhaoine òga aig a bheil Gàidhlig, mar eisimpleir ann an
telebhisean, rèidio, eadar-theangachadh, leasachadh cànain, ceòl, drama agus foghlam …
Gaelic is one of the only areas of the Scottish economy which has a skill shortage. As a result young Gaelic
speakers have excellent career prospects, for example in television, radio, translation, language development,
music, drama and education … Bilingualism is the key to a wide range of opportunities.
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Course Details / Progression
Each of the courses will develop your ability in the language at a level appropriate to you. The four language
skills of writing, reading, listening and speaking will be central to all courses.
National 4 is assessed throughout the course on the skills of Reading, Writing, Listening and Talking. It also
includes a unit in which pupils research information about a chosen aspect of Gàidhlig language or culture.
National 5: Course Assessment will consist of an internal assessment of talking in March, a folio (one piece
of writing) and external exams (reading, listening and literature) in May. Units (Listening & Reading and
Talking & Writing) are an optional extra.
Higher: Course Assessment will consist of an internal assessment of talking in March, a folio (one piece of
writing) and external exams (reading, listening and literature) in May. Units (Listening & Reading and
Talking & Writing) are an optional extra.
Advanced Higher: Course Assessment will consist of an assessment of talking in March and external exams
(practical criticism, translation, literature and writing) in May. Units (Writing & Literary Criticism and
Specialist Study of Literature or Culture) are an optional extra.

Siuthad! Dèan cinnteach gum bi thu còmhla rinn an ath bhliadhna!

Gaelic (Learners)

Why Gaelic?
The Gaelic Department offers a range of courses in the senior phase – National 4, National 5, Higher and
Advanced Higher. These courses are designed for pupils who wish to further develop their ability to
understand and use Gaelic, the native language of Wester Ross.
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These courses will add to the skills you have previously developed. They could also be the ‘bridge’ required
between school and higher education and the world of work. Qualifications in Gaelic share equal validity with
other subjects and languages when applying for further education.

Gaelic is one of the only areas of the Scottish economy which has a skill shortage. As a result young Gaelic
speakers have excellent career prospects, for example in television, radio, translation, language development,
music, drama and education … Some jobs are Gaelic essential. Lots of other jobs require a working
knowledge of the language.

Course Details / Progression
Each of the courses will develop your ability in the language at a level appropriate to you. The four language
skills of writing, reading, listening and speaking will be central to all courses. The courses continue to be based
on the ‘Ceumannan’ textbooks but includes a wider range of learning, such as using online resources.
National 4 is assessed throughout the course on the skills of Reading, Writing, Listening and Talking. It also
includes an Added Value unit in which pupils research information in Gaelic.
National 5: Course Assessment will consist of an internal assessment of talking in March, a folio (one short
piece of writing) and external exams (reading, listening and writing) in May. Units (Listening & Reading
and Talking & Writing) are optional.
Higher: Course Assessment will consist of an internal assessment of talking in March, a folio (one short piece
of writing) and external exams (reading, listening and writing) in May. Units (Listening & Reading and
Talking & Writing) are optional.
Advanced Higher: Course Assessment will consist of a portfolio (research into literature, media or language)
an assessment of talking in March and external exams (reading, listening and writing) in May. Units
(Listening & Reading, Talking & Writing and Specialist Study) are optional.
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Maths and Technology
Mathematics
In S4 pupils will have the opportunity to continue their study of the subject. For most, this
will be the National 4 or National 5 Maths course. The path chosen will be based on a
pupil’s progress so far and their future needs.
The level of mathematics pupils study in S5/S6 will depend on the maths result they achieve
in S4. The diagram below explains which course you would follow in S5/S6 from your S4/S5
result.
We want all pupils to succeed in their chosen course so we advise that you speak to
your Maths teacher to ensure that you are making an appropriate course choice.
PROGRESSION FORM S4/5 MATHS
S4
S5
S6
National 5 A/B
Higher Maths A/B
Advanced Higher
National 5 C/D
National 5 Maths A/B
Higher
National 4
National 5 Maths or Applications of Maths
(˃60% Added Value on 1st attempt and made significant progress with National 5 Numeracy
unit)
National 3
Applications of Maths
National 4 Applications of Maths
st
(all units passed on 1 attempt and made significant progress with National 4 Numeracy
unit)
In each of the Higher, Advanced Higher and National 5 Maths and National 5 Applications of
Maths courses there are three separate units, each with an end-of-unit assessment or a final
exam covering all topics. To achieve an overall course pass, pupils must pass the external
exam consisting of a calculator and non-calculator paper. Some pupils, depending on
progress, may choose to aim to pass all, or some, of the internally assessed individual units
instead of the exam.
The National 4 courses follow a similar structure but with an internally assessed SQA end-ofcourse assessment.
Each course will have a prelim (except N3 and N4 courses). A pupil scoring less than 35% in
the January prelim may be advised against sitting the final exam. If they are in S4/S5 they
may be advised to retake the course and the exam the following year.
National 5 Maths, National 4/ 5 Applications of Maths
In the National 5 Applications of Maths course pupils will further develop skills enabling them
to select and apply mathematical techniques in a variety of mathematical and real-life
contexts. Learning about Information Handling will equip pupils with the skills needed to
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interpret and analyse information, simplify and solve problems, and make informed
decisions. The N5/N4 Applications of Maths courses enable pupils to apply mathematical
ideas and strategies to finance, statistics, geometry and measurement in real-life contexts.
Please note that, at present, there is no progression from National 5 Applications of
Maths to Higher.
Each of the courses contains three units:
NATIONAL 5 Maths
Expressions & Formulae
Relationships
Applications

NATIONAL 4 Maths
Expressions & Formulae
Relationships
Numeracy

NATIONAL 4/5 Applications
Managing Finance & Statistics
Geometry & Measures
Numeracy

Higher Maths
This course will develop, deepen and extend the
mathematical skills necessary at this level and beyond.
Pupils will acquire and apply operational skills necessary
for exploring mathematical ideas through symbolic
representation and diagrams. In addition, pupils will
develop mathematical reasoning skills and will gain
experience in making informed decisions.
Recommended Entry
Pupils will have to attain an A or a B at National 5
Mathematics to be accepted on to the Higher Maths
course.
The units that will be studied are:
Mathematics: Expressions and Functions (Higher)
The general aim of this unit is to develop knowledge and skills that involve the manipulation
of expressions, the use of vectors and the study of mathematical functions. The outcomes
cover aspects of algebra, geometry and trigonometry, and also skills in mathematical
reasoning and modelling.
Mathematics: Relationships and Calculus (Higher)
The general aim of this unit is to develop knowledge and skills that involve solving equations
and to introduce both differential calculus and integral calculus. The outcomes cover aspects
of algebra, trigonometry, calculus, and also skills in mathematical reasoning and modelling.
Mathematics: Applications (Higher)
The general aim of this unit is to develop knowledge and skills that involve geometric
applications, applications of sequences and applications of calculus. The outcomes cover
aspects of algebra, geometry, calculus, and also skills in mathematical reasoning and
modelling.
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Advanced Higher Maths
Mathematics helps us to make sense of the world around us. It is the study of relationships,
patterns, proofs and the properties of numbers. Mathematics takes a reasoned approach to
thinking and is characterised by order and the use of carefully designed terms and
processes. Mathematics can be used to model real-life situations and can equip us with the
skills we need to interpret and analyse information, simplify and solve problems, assess risk,
and make informed decisions. Mathematics at Advanced Higher provides the foundation for
many developments in the sciences and in technology as well as having its own intrinsic
value.

Recommended Entry
Pupils would normally be expected to have attained an A or B pass at Higher level.
The units that will be studied are:
Methods in Algebra and Calculus (Advanced Higher)
Pupils who complete the unit will be able to:
 Use mathematical operational skills linked to methods in algebra and calculus
Applications of Algebra and Calculus (Advanced Higher)
Pupils who complete the unit will be able to:
 Use mathematical operational skills linked to applications of algebra and calculus
 Use mathematical reasoning skills linked to applications of algebra and calculus
Geometry, Proof and Systems of Equations (Advanced Higher)
Pupils who complete the unit will be able to:
 Use mathematical operational skills linked to geometry, proof and systems of
equations
 Use mathematical reasoning skills linked to geometry, proof and systems of
equations
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Technology

The department offers National 4, National 5 and
Higher Engineering Science as well as National
4, National 5 and Higher Design and
Manufacture. We have in the past offered
National 3 Practical Craft Skills as well as
National 4 Practical Woodwork when deemed
appropriate.

Engineering Science
Engineering Science looks, in a practical way at how technology is used in
the work, home and leisure situations and the role and impact of
engineering today. It helps us to understand the relationship between
engineering, mathematics and science and to communicate engineering
concepts clearly using appropriate terminology.

Recommended Entry
N4/5: While entry is at the discretion of the
school, to do National 5 pupils would normally be
expected to be doing National 5 Maths. Having
done National 5 Physics is another entry route.
H: Pupils would normally be expected to have a
good National 5 award in Engineering Science
and National 5 Maths. Higher Physics is another
entry route.
Course Details In both the Higher and National 4/5 Engineering Science course there are 3
units.
Engineering Contexts and Challenges In this unit pupils will develop an understanding of
engineering and its role and impact on our society. Pupils will investigate engineering
systems, problems and solutions and consider implications relating to the environment
sustainable development and economic and social issues.
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Electronics and Control The aim of this unit is to develop an understanding of electronic
control systems. Pupils will investigate and explore engineering problems and design,
simulate, construct, test and evaluate solutions.
Mechanisms and Structures In this unit pupils will develop an understanding of
mechanisms and structures. Pupils will explore a range of mechanical and pneumatic
systems and design, simulate, construct, test and evaluate mechanical and pneumatic
solutions to solve problems.
Course assessment
This will be made up of an assignment and question paper.
Progression







Employment in a wide range of occupations
in field such as education, engineering,
construction.
From N5 to Higher Engineering Science
A degree/ HND or HNC course in areas
such as Engineering, Computer Work,
Electronics, Civil Engineering.
Other university or college courses.
Employment in a wide range of occupations
in field such as education, engineering,
construction.
Modern apprenticeships.

Design and Manufacture
Purpose
The aims of the course are to enable pupils to develop skills in the design and manufacturing
of models, prototypes and products. More specifically, it provides opportunities for learners
to:









gain skills in designing and communicating design proposals
refine and resolve their design ideas effectively.
understand the close relationship between designing, making and testing
explore design alternatives and to consider the manufacturing practicalities that these
design alternatives bring to light.
to apply practical skills
develop an understanding of the properties and uses of materials and manufacturing to
a variety of models, prototypes and products
develop an understanding of the various factors that impact on a products design.
consider the life cycle of a product from its inception through design, manufacture, and
use, including its disposal or re-use.
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Recommended Entry
N5: While entry is at the discretion of the school, pupils would normally be expected to have
attained National 4 in Design and Manufacture if choosing to do National 5. Having done
National 5 Art and Design is another entry route.
H: pupils would normally be expected to have attained National 5 in Design and
Manufacture or Higher Art and Design.
Course Details
The course comprises of two units, Design, Materials and Manufacturing.
Design Pupils will design a product through to the manufacturing process. Existing products
will be examined and evaluated. Pupils will produce a variety of design folios throughout the
course.
Materials and Manufacturing The aim of this unit is to develop an appreciation of the
properties and uses of materials. Pupils will look at the influence of materials and
manufacturing in design and the environment. At Higher level, pupils will consider the
manufacturing techniques and processes that would apply to a design proposal in an
industrial/commercial context.

Course assessment
This will be made up of a design assignment and question paper.
Progression







Employment in a wide range of occupations in field such as,
engineering, construction.
From N5, to Higher Design and Manufacture
A degree or HND or HNC course in areas such as Design, product
design, manufacturing, engineering
Other university or college course
Employment in a wide range of occupations in field such as design,
graphics, engineering, construction.
Modern apprenticeships
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Sciences
The Science Department provides a wide variety of courses in many different science
disciplines, at Advanced Higher, Higher, National 5 and National 4 levels. These important
qualifications allow progression to further or higher education courses, or meet the
requirements for employment in many different fields on leaving school. We currently offer
courses in Biology, Chemistry and Physics.
A pathway containing two or more sciences should be chosen for those who enjoy the
sciences and may lead to a career in areas as diverse as
engineering, medicine, environmental science, forensic
science, veterinary medicine, aeronautics, marine biology or
psychology. Studying sciences will prepare you for a job that
will put you in the driving seat, giving you skills and knowledge
to improve the world around us and even the future of the
planet.
Course Structure in Sciences
To obtain the full award in any science subject, pupils must complete a course of study,
carry out an assignment which comprises practical and research elements and pass the
external exam at the end of the course. Pupils who do not complete the course or fail the
external exam may still obtain awards in individual units.
Assessments for Science subjects
N4 –Internally assessed Unit assessments and an added value unit provide assessment
opportunities.
N5/H/AH- Each subject has an externally marked assignment, worth approximately 17 (N5),
20% (H) or 25%,(AH) and a final examination, consisting of multiple choice, extended
answer, Understanding science questions and in the case of Biology, short essay-style
questions.
Science Expectations
The demands of sciences are high therefore it is essential that pupils work regularly both in
and out of class. Homework will be set regularly to help pupils consolidate their work and
prepare for external assessments. It is a requirement that pupils show success in their
January prelim to be entered for the final exam.
If pupils fail to achieve greater than 35% it would be expected that they would continue in
the subject but at a lower level: e.g. a drop from Higher to National 5.
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Teaching Approach
In sciences, pupils may well be working in a composite class and therefore a high level of
independence and enthusiasm is essential. Pupils also learn through practical, hands-on
experience, discussion and by use of revision questions and examination-style questions.
Pupils must also be prepared to ask for help whenever they get stuck.
Entry Requirements:
N4 Students should have been working at 3rd Level in science by the end of S3.
N5 Students in S4 should have been working at 4th Level in the corresponding science by
the end of S3. Students in S5/6 may opt to pick up science subjects. Their previous
progress in other science subjects and in Maths and will be taken into account when
deciding the appropriate level in discussion with the science teacher.
Higher Courses To take a Higher Science, pupils should have either:
 A Grade A or B pass in the corresponding National 5
 Already passed another science subject at Higher level
In Addition a National 5 qualification, Grade A-C, in Maths is essential.
Advanced Higher Courses
Pupils should be expected to pass the relevant science in S5 with a Grade A or high Grade
B to take the corresponding Advanced Higher course. For Physics and Chemistry, a good
pass in Higher Maths is also essential.
AH courses are offered through the HC Virtual Academy. For each AH, students must do a
Researching unit, supported by GHS staff, which offers opportunities for independent
learning set within the context of experimental science. Pupils will identify research, plan and
carry out an investigation of their choice. The written report they produce on their Project
contributes 25% towards their final mark.

Biology
Biology is the area of study which provides the most exciting
prospects for progress in health, sports, food production,
biotechnology, resource management, tourism and the global
environment for the twenty first century.

National 4/5 Biology.
Candidates develop skills of scientific inquiry, and analytical
thinking, along with knowledge and understanding. Biology skills
are developed through practical activities a variety of approaches and in the context of:
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Cell biology: including cell structure; transport across cell membranes; DNA and the
production of proteins; proteins; genetic engineering; respiration.
Multicellular organisms: including producing new cells; control and communication;
reproduction; variation and inheritance; transport systems in plants and animals; absorption
of materials.
Life on Earth: including ecosystems; distribution of organisms; photosynthesis; energy in
ecosystems; food production; evolution of species.

Higher Human Biology This is an advanced course leading to a Higher qualification
which would give pupils access to university and college courses. The course would be
particularly suitable for those with interests in medicine, nursing or Sports Science.
The course consists of three units covering Human Cells, Physiology and Health and
Neurobiology and Immunology. Successful completion of the Higher course at Grade A or B
could lead to study at Advanced Higher level in 6th year.

Advanced Higher This course is a broad based integrated course which develops the
basic concepts studied in Higher Biology. The course provides an excellent basis for
employment or further study in applied field of biology.
The course consists of three units:
Cells and Proteins

Organisms and Evolution

Investigative Biology

Pupils studying Higher or Advanced Higher Biology who do not already have N5 Chemistry
are strongly advised to take Chemistry at National 5 or Higher level to complement their
studies in Biology.

Chemistry
Chemistry is all around us - every time we light a match, boil an egg
or simply breathe in and out, we perform a chemical reaction.
Chemistry is necessary for careers in Medicine, Pharmacy
and Chemical Engineering and is useful for careers in the oil
industry, in health or the renewables sector.
Chemistry at National 5 is useful for developing develop skills of
scientific inquiry, and analytical thinking, along with knowledge and
understanding. Skills are developed through practical activities
using a variety of approaches.
The study of Chemistry at Higher can make an important contribution to the pupil’s
knowledge and understanding of the physical and natural world. It is also recognised as an
important entrance qualification to higher education courses. More Scottish university
courses require a pass at Higher Level Chemistry than all the other sciences put
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together. The syllabus is designed for pupils who wish to continue the study of Chemistry
beyond National 5.
The N4 /5/ Higher course is comprised of four units:
Chemical Changes and Structure Reaction rates, energy changes, patterns in the Periodic
Table, bonding structure and properties and the mole.
Nature’s Chemistry Natural products, nomenclature and structural formulae, reactions and
uses of carbon compounds and plastics.
Chemistry in Society Equilibrium, acids and bases, volumetric analysis and redox
reactions.
Researching Chemistry Develop skills of scientific inquiry, investigation and the ability to
apply practical skills, chemical theory, analysis, synthesis and thinking skills in order to
undertake research in Chemistry.

Advanced Higher
The course aims to carry on from where
Higher finishes, while at the same time
teaching methods should prepare the pupils
for university level Chemistry. The course
consists of three units:
Inorganic and Physical Chemistry
Organic Chemistry and Instrumental Analysis
Researching Chemistry

Physics
The study of Physics means trying to find out what the universe is made of and how these
things move and interact with each other. Physics is very useful for a career in engineering,
building, mechanics, medicine, Merchant Navy, nursing, architecture, Police, Armed Forces
and electronics.

National 4/5 Physics
This course extends the work covered in S1-3 and develops the knowledge and skills
students have gained during the Broad General Education, giving them a broad overview of
the key concepts of the subject. Much of the content can be directly related to everyday
experiences, which makes the subject of direct relevance to students.
The course comprises three units:
Dynamics and Space: speed, acceleration, Newton’s laws, energy, Projectile motion, space
exploration and cosmology.
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Waves and Radiation: properties of waves, the electromagnetic spectrum, refraction and
nuclear radiation.
Electricity and Properties of Matter: basic electrical theory, Ohm’s law, electrical power,
heat energy and kinetic theory of gases.
The National 5 course is assessed by a final examination which includes multiple choice and
extended answer questions. In addition pupils complete an Assignment which is assessed
by a written report and is worth 20% of the final mark.

Higher
This course reinforces and extends the knowledge and understanding of the concepts of
physics and related problem-solving skills and practical abilities acquired at the National 5
level by providing a deeper insight into the structure of the subject. The course endeavours
to provide learning experiences leading to the acquisition of worthwhile knowledge, skills and
attitudes.
The course comprises three units:
Our Dynamic Universe
This unit covers the key areas of
kinematics, forces, collisions, gravitation, special relativity and the
expanding universe.
Electricity This unit covers the key areas of electric circuits, internal
resistance, capacitors and semiconductors and their uses.
Particles and Waves This unit covers the forces acting on charged particles, the Standard
Model, nuclear reactions. The section on light covers its dual nature, spectra, interference
and refraction.
Successful completion of the Higher course at Grade A or B could lead to study at Advanced
Higher level in 6th year.

Advanced Higher
The Advanced Higher Physics course has been designed to articulate with and provide
progression from the Higher Physics course. Through a deeper insight into the structure of
the subject, the course aims to provide a challenging experience for those who wish to study
the subject to a greater depth and to assist pupils towards an understanding of the use of
mathematical models and techniques for describing the behaviour of nature.
The course consists of four units:
Rotational Motion and Astrophysics Quanta and Waves
Electromagnetism

Investigating Physics
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Social Subjects

Geography
Geography
is
all
about understanding
the world - the
landscapes we live
in,
the
diverse
communities
of
people we interact
with
and
the
challenges we face.

Geography has never
been more relevant
and useful:
 Geography graduates are the least likely graduates to be unemployed (HESA 2018)
 Environmental and Earth Scientists are on the UK government’s list of skilled
shortages, where they are having to recruit from abroad because there are not
enough people to meet the demand of these sectors
 Geography contributes knowledge and skills to a wide range of careers, including
growth sectors such as energy (including renewables), sustainable tourism,
engineering & construction and working internationally.
 The broad nature of geography at school or university allows you to try out a variety
of pathways and create your own specialism alongside other subjects you enjoy
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National 4 & 5 Geography
You’ll be able to help you to understand our physical world:
 Weather
 Landscapes: upland limestone and rivers
Geography will help you to understand human activities in our world:
 Land uses and land use conflicts, including farming and tourism
 Recent developments in towns, cities and rural landscapes in developed and
developing countries
 Population and migration
 Development and trade
 Relief efforts after natural disasters
Geography will help you to understand global issues:
 Climate change
 Landscape change and management strategies
 Methods of prediction for volcanic eruptions, earthquakes and tropical storms

We visit the Cairngorms for an overnight residential fieldtrip to undertake a wide range of
fieldwork and collect data for your 20-mark assignment. This will help you to enjoy learning
in the outdoors, develop lots of geographical skills and demonstrate your knowledge and
understanding of a geographical topic or issue of your choice.
Is National 4 & 5 Geography for me?
National 4 & 5 Geography build on your knowledge from S3 and are suitable for anyone with
a wide ranging interest in the world - be it in the sciences or other social subjects. You can
progress on to studying Geography at Higher level, Geology (Earth Sciences) at A Level or
put your transferable skills into use in a wide range of other subject areas.
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Higher Geography

Higher Geography allows you to gain a deeper insight into topics and themes covered during
the National 5 course, and study some new ones too:
Physical Environments
 Biosphere – soil types and profiles
 Lithosphere – glacial erosion and deposition,
coastal erosion and deposition, coastal
management, and land use conflicts
 Hydrosphere – the hydrological cycle, storm
hydrographs
 Atmosphere
–
global
heat
budget,
atmospheric and oceanic circulation
Human Environments
 Population - population change, census,
migration
 Urban – reasons for urban growth, traffic
management, housing problems in the
developed & developing worlds
 Rural – impact and management of rural land
degradation
Global Issues
 Development and Health – indicators,
explaining differences between countries,
malaria, primary health care
 Global Climate Change – causes, effects,
management strategies
We visit Aigas Field Centre for a 2 night residential
fieldtrip to undertake a wide range of fieldwork and
collect data for your 30-mark assignment. This will
help you to enjoy learning in the outdoors, develop
lots of geographical skills and demonstrate your
knowledge and understanding of a geographical topic
or issue of your choice.
Is Higher Geography for me?
Higher Geography is an in-depth content and skills based course. It usually follows National
5 level study, although high achieving pupils have been successful when studying the
subject at Higher level for the first time. It is suitable for anyone with a wide ranging interest
in the world - be it in the sciences or other social subjects. Geography is considered as both
an arts and science subject for entry to most universities, depending on the course being
applied for. You can progress on to studying Geography at Advanced Higher level, Geology
(Earth Sciences) at A Level, or put your transferable skills into use in a wide range of other
subject areas, jobs and further or higher education courses.
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Advanced Higher Geography
Advanced Higher Geography is a varied and
challenging course during which you will develop
confidence in using a wide range of
geographical methods and techniques for
analysing and interpreting geographical data.
You will further develop your ability to think
critically about geographical issues and see the
impact that Geography can have - on our
biggest global issues down to local development
& planning.
You are guided through the course using weekly
tutorials, but the onus will be on you to carry out
supported independent fieldwork and research
to produce your coursework - the Geographical
Study (research project) and Geographical Issue
(critical essay).
This course is great preparation for university
level study in social or science subjects.
Is Advanced Higher Geography for me?
As well as having previously studied Higher Geography, Advanced Higher Geography
candidates must be developing the ability to take responsibility for their own learning,
complete work independently and be proactive in their approach. Successful candidates
have usually studied maths to National 5 level and both Science and English to Higher level.
Advanced Higher Geography
is counted as both an arts
and science subject for entry
to
most
universities,
depending on the course
being applied for. You can
progress on to studying
Geography, Environmental or
Earth Sciences at University,
Social Sciences at College or
put your transferable skills
into use in a wide range of
courses and jobs - particularly
those involving work in the
environmental management,
engineering, outdoor and
tourism sectors.
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Modern Studies

With so many recent changes taking place in
our modern world, it has become increasingly
important or young adults to be aware of the
political and economic forces that shape their
world. Modern Studies aims to provide pupils
with the knowledge and skills to gain a deeper
understanding of global issues and modern
Scottish society. It also aims to develop
important attitudes such as respect for the
values, beliefs and cultures of others,
openness to new thinking and ideas and a sense of responsibility and global citizenship.
The course uses a multidisciplinary approach to develop candidates’ knowledge and
understanding of contemporary social and political issues in Scottish, UK and international
contexts. Candidates develop the skills to interpret and participate in social and political
processes they encounter in their lives through activities such as decision-making exercises,
judging the value and authenticity of media communication and research and analysis of a
chosen field in social science. In addition, Modern Studies provides active learning
opportunities in which pupils will develop a variety of practical skills such as conducting
effective research, debating skills and digital learning skills.
Both the N5 and Higher courses have four mandatory units:
Democracy in Scotland & UK Areas of study include:
N5: The responsibilities of representatives in the Scottish
Parliament, Devolved and Reserved Issues, the advantages
and disadvantages of electoral systems and the influence of
social media and pressure groups on the decision making
process
H: The Constitutional arrangements between Scotland and
the UK, the role and powers of the Scottish Parliament, the
impact and social and economic consequences of the UK’s
exit from the European Union, an evaluation of the various
electoral systems which are in use in the UK and their
effects on democratic decision making.
Social issues in the United Kingdom Areas of study include:
N5: The Scottish Justice system and associated
organisations, the causes of crime, impact of crime
on society and the role of the legal system and the
state in tackling crime.
H: An evaluation of the factors that influence social
inequality in the UK, the collectivist and individualist
views on the causes of inequality in health and
wealth in the UK, government attempts to tackle
social inequality and an assessment of their
effectiveness.
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International issues
N5: Social, political and economic issues
within the USA such as gun control, poverty
and inequality and political participation,
USA as a Superpower
H: Development issues in Africa
 social, political and economic factors
that have caused this issue
 the effects of underdevelopment in
Africa on individuals, communities,
society, governments involved and
the wider international community
 the effectiveness of both individual
countries
and
international
organisations in tackling the issue
The Assignment: This part of the course is externally marked by SQA and forms either 20%
(N5) or 27% (H) of the final grade. Candidates conduct social research in a topic of their
choice. They are required to develop an understanding of methodologies related to social
research and the ability to work to greater levels of independence.
Career Progression
A Modern Studies qualification at National 5 is especially valuable for those seeking a
career in law, civil service and policy making, journalism, broadcasting and the media,
business and enterprise, economics, human resources and management, international
relations and NGO’s, event management, public sector careers, the armed forces and many
more.

Recommended Entry
To enter the Higher Modern Studies course, is
recommended that pupils have an A or B pass at
National 5 Modern Studies in another Social
Science. It must be appreciated that a high
standard of English is required for a chance of
success at Higher Modern Studies and therefore,
candidates should also be viable Higher English
candidates.
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Geology (S5/6)
Geology is the science of the Earth. It uses evidence from
minerals, rocks and fossils to understand both how the earth
works today and has worked over its long history. This
course enables pupils to study Geology to certificate level by
undertaking an AS Level via the WJEC Exam Board.
Recommended Entry
Pupils would normally be expected to have attained National 5 in a science or geography.
Course Details

Knowledge is applied in two very broad areas of practical concern. The first is
studying the risks posed to human beings from such natural hazards as
earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis and landslides and how these may be minimised
by prediction, prevention or hazard management. The second area is the finding and
extraction from the earth of such vital resources as oil, coal, water and metals.
In the first year (AS Level) the modules are:
Foundation Geology:
 Matter — the global structure of the Earth and the
composition of the crust
 Energy — the Earth’s energy sources and
processes, which produce minerals, igneous,
sedimentary and metamorphic rocks and the
movement of the plates.
 Time and Change — the geological record of rocks
and fossils and the dating of geological events.
Investigative Geology — geological techniques and skills
 Using the material from Foundation Geology, this Unit consists of Fieldwork, a
minimum of 3 days; laboratory work and problem-solving exercises.
Geology and the Human Environment:
 Natural Geological Hazards
 Prediction and Control of volcanic, earthquake and mass movement hazards
 Hazards resulting from Human Activity


Engineering Geology

Progression
Following success in the AS Level course, pupils may continue to study Geology at A2 level
in 6th year. If achieved, an A-Level in Geology is awarded, averaging grades across the two
years of study. Alternatively, pupils could progress to a course or units at an appropriate
level in another science.
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Leadership

Leadership permeates many areas of society and is recognised and valued in education,
employment and life. The Scottish Government’s Skills for Scotland: A Lifelong Skills
Strategy (September 2007) notes that employers seek the promotion of many of the ‘softer’
skills associated with employment and the success of their organisations. Leadership skills
contribute to improving time management, problem solving, skills of working with others,
thinking critically and creatively and having the skills to manage or be managed by others.
The principal aims of this award are to provide pupils with the opportunity to develop
knowledge and abilities in relation to leadership.
Knowledge of:
 Leadership principles, styles, skills and qualities
 Effective leaders
 Self (own skills, qualities and experience related to leadership)
Ability to:
 Gather information
 Produce a report
 Reach conclusions about effective leadership
 Carry out a self-evaluation
 Analyse the context within which an activity will take
place
 Plan for an activity
 Negotiate with others
 Identify possible risks
 Work cooperatively with others
 Monitor progress
 Adapt to any changes or failures
 Review the success of the activity
 Reach conclusions about self as a leader
In the unit Leadership: An Introduction pupils will be able to think about their potential for
taking on a leadership role. They will gather information about leadership principles, styles,
skills and qualities used both in the past and at present. Examples may be drawn from wellknown historical events, current political or other high profile individuals in the media or from
the local community. These different examples may help inform pupils’ views about what
makes an effective leader. Pupils will think about their own qualities, skills and experience in
relation to leadership. This reflection on the pupil’s own leadership potential and may help
them to think about styles of leadership they may wish to adopt in leadership roles.
In the unit Leadership: In Practice pupils will be able to further develop their potential for
leadership. They will be given the opportunity to lead the planning for an activity. This activity
may be a stand-alone activity or it may be part of a bigger project. Pupils will lead others to
carry out the plan. On completion of the activity they will have time to reflect on its success
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and consider carefully the contribution they have made to this. Pupils will also reflect on what
they have learned about themselves as a leader.
Assessment:
To gain the award pupils must successfully complete:
Leadership: An Introduction (Higher)
(SCQF level 6)
20 hours
Leadership: In Practice (Higher)
(SCQF level 6)
40 hours
Throughout each of the above units pupils will be
expected to work largely without guidance from their
tutor but they may use the tutor as a sounding board
for ideas they may have.
The Scottish Leadership Award has been designed to have the maximum flexibility on the
way that the award is completed and assessed. However, there are certain pieces of
evidence that pupils will have to gather to demonstrate completion of the award.
For the Leadership: An Introduction pupils will be asked to present their research in a
written folio, a presentation or video format. For the Leadership: In Practice written and/or
recorded oral evidence may be produced in a variety of formats, for example:
 Written records
 Recordings of interviews
 Emails/blogs
 Assessor record of learner responses
 Review sheets
 Diaries/log books
 Evaluations sheets
 Electronic presentations
 Electronic journals
 Videos/photographs
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Nat 5 (Skills for Work) Early Learning and Childcare
Units undertaken;





Development and Wellbeing of Children and Young people
Play in Early Learning and Childcare
Care and Feeding of Children and Young People
Working in Early Learning and Childcare

Assessment
There is no SQA exam but an end of unit assessment must be passed for all four units of the
course in order to successfully gain the qualification.

Progression Route
 Foundation Apprenticeship: Social Services: Children and Young people (WHC UHI)
 NC Early Education and Childcare (WHC UHI)
 HNC Childhood Practice (WHC UHI)

Employability
There is a growing demand for professionals in the Childcare sector and this course gives
you a basis to continue to further education into a career where demand for skilled workers
is high. It is an interesting course with transferable skills and allows you to develop a number
of life skills. The course has a large practical aspect during the play unit of work and allows a
number of opportunities to work in groups.
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WORK PLACEMENT
Pupils in S5/S6 may be able to undertake regular Work Experience as
part of their timetable. This work experience should relate to the
choices made by the pupil with regard to career, Modern
Apprenticeships, training and interests. Pupils who undertake Work
Experience will also complete an SQA Employability Qualification.

What is work experience?
Work experience is an opportunity to introduce young people to
the reality of working life within a willing organisation, to help
them to secure and sustain employment. The aim is to provide
learning and insight into working life, for a limited period of time,
by exposing the young person to a variety of tasks and
experiences.
Why do it?
 You get first-hand experience of working conditions
 It’s a chance to find out about particular jobs and training
requirements
 It’s an opportunity to ask questions and get information
 It gives each pupil responsibility and builds confidence
 Improve core skills

How work experience works for young people and society
Work experience can have an extremely positive impact on young people’s
employability and can play a significant role in attempts to reduce youth
unemployment. It can:
• break the circle that many young people find themselves in, where they can’t get
a job because of lack of experience and can’t get experience because they can’t
find a job
• provide young people with an understanding of the structure and reality of
working life, and to learn about recruitment processes
• provide feedback and coaching to enable young people to develop skills,
including those required in specific jobs and sectors
• help young people to make informed choices about their futures and allow them
to learn more about specific industries, organisational cultures and job roles
• allow young people to gain experience of working with people, enhancing their
social and communication skills, and awareness of how to present themselves
and behave in a work context
• provide a positive experience of the world of work that builds the young person’s
confidence and motivation
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College Link Courses
https://www.whc.uhi.ac.uk/schools/why-choose-aschool-college-partnership-course/
We work in close partnership with West Highland College and Inverness
College to offer a wide range of opportunities which complement the school
curriculum.
Pupils in the senior phase (S4, S5 and S6) can study one day per week in
college, or as part of the option choices using various types of virtual,
blended or online learning led by a college lecturer. These courses help
pupils gain an understanding of the difference between school and
college/university and the world of work.

https://www.inverness.uhi.
ac.uk/for-schools/onlineapplications/gairlochhigh-school/

The closing date for ALL
college, Foundation
Apprenticeships and Virtual
School applications is
11th March 2019.

https://www.whc.uhi
.ac.uk/schools/

Courses may not run if there is
not enough uptake, so it is best
to apply early to ensure the
course will go ahead.
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West Highland College

Those highlighted in boxes can be completed within column
choices, and others are a mixture of in-column, but may require
extra time out with the traditional column structure.
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Business Management (N5/H)
This course helps you develop an understanding of the economic and financial environment
in which businesses operate. It provides you with the confidence and introductory knowledge
required to be successful in the workplace and key personal development skills. Higher
Business Management builds on the skills, knowledge and understanding gained at National
5 and can act as an entry to the study of business.
What skills will you gain?
You will gain skills in personal financial awareness through improving your knowledge of
financial management in a business context. You will be introduced to the dynamic,
changing, competitive and economic environment of industry and commerce. You will have
the opportunity to consider how the effective management of people can lead to
organisational success and develop knowledge of marketing and advertising as well as how
Operations Management
organisational success.

can

influence

What units will I study?
 Understanding Business
 People and Finance
 Marketing and Operations
Entry Requirements
N5-National 4 Business, Maths and English are an advantage but are not mandatory.
Higher-National 5 Business Management or similar
How and where will I study?
You will be studying from your own school using our unique networked system of close
contact with the lecturer through the use of the Chromebook.
How will I be assessed?
You will have a business-related assignment and a final exam.
assessments and prelims through the year.

There will be internal

Where will it take me?
This subject is ideal preparation for the world of work or you could go on to further study
such as:
 From N5- A Foundation Apprenticeship in Business Skills at SCQF Level 6/Higher
 From Higher- entry to higher education courses in Business or further study in other
academic or vocational subjects
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Computer Science (N5/H)
Explore the role and impact of contemporary computing technologies, providing an insight
into the challenge, excitement and reward to be found in these areas.
Computing science is vital to everyday life: socially, technologically and economically; it
shapes the world in which we live and its future. It brings together elements of technology,
science and creative digital media.
This Computing Science course will develop your knowledge and understanding of key facts
and ideas in computing science.
You will learn to apply skills and knowledge in analysis, design, implementation and testing
to a range of digital solutions.
You will study:
 Software Design and Development
 Information System Design and
Development
How will I be assessed?
There will be a final external exam with the
question papers giving 60% of final mark.
The remaining 40% will come from an open
book assignment, set by SQA and done in
controlled conditions.
You will be assessed by your tutor over the year through projects, and assignments.
Moving On
On the successful completion, you might consider studying Higher Computing Science or
another ICT-based college course, application to university or further education college.
How and where will I study?
You will be studying from your own school using our unique networked system of close
contact with the lecturer through the use of the Chromebook.
Entry Requirements
N5- Preferably completed the S3 ICT course
H-Ideally you will have studied Computing Science at National 5.
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The Hospitality National 4/5 course is hopefully going to run on a day-release
basis on Wednesdays periods 3-7, provided there are sufficient numbers, and
is open to S4-6 students. The N4/5 Course will be run together, and students
will be presented for either N4 or N5 based on the quality of their work
throughout the year. Students will miss 2 taught periods of other classes, so
will use time throughout the week in study classes to catch up on any missed
work.
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Psychology (N5/H)
The Psychology course develops your knowledge and understanding of psychological
explanations for individual and social behaviour. Psychology enables you to find out some
of the ways that thoughts and the environment can affect your behaviour and feelings.
Through the course you will learn how to use appropriate psychological concepts, theories,
research methods and evidence to investigate and explain human behaviour in a range of
contexts. Psychological knowledge may help you in personal and professional relationships
and enable you to identify some of the factors that influence your own behaviour.
The course consists of three units which will prepare you for the final exam:
 Individual Behaviour Unit: one mandatory topic of Sleep, Sleep Disorders and
Dreams. Second topic is Stress
 Research Unit: covers the research process, experimental and nonexperimental
methods, descriptive statistics, sampling methods and designs
 Social Behaviour Unit: one mandatory topic of Conformity and Obedience and one
other topic such as Love and Attraction or Aggression
How will I be assessed?
. There a prelim exam to allow students to see the layout of
the exam paper and to identify strengths and areas for
improvement, these are marked internally and graded.
There is a final exam, worth 70%, and one piece of
practical coursework, worth 30% of the final grade, which is
also beneficial to learning, as it helps to develop a
knowledge and understanding of how psychology functions
as a science
Entry Requirements Acceptance will be based on your application form and if necessary an
interview will be arranged.
N5- You should be working toward N5 or have
National 5 required.

N4 English/Science Higher-

English

How and where will I study?
You will use Google Hangouts with the lecturer for 4-5 periods a week and the remaining
period(s) will be for self-study/revision. You will be using Google Classroom to access
resources and working with students in other locations.
Moving On
Psychology National 5 is suitable preparation for Higher Psychology and other Higher
subjects or as an entry qualification for other courses. Higher Psychology is suitable
preparation for entry to higher education courses in Psychology or further study in other
academic and vocational subjects.
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WHC Foundation Apprenticeships
What are Foundation Apprenticeships?
Foundation Apprenticeships are a
work-based learning opportunity for
school pupils in the senior phase (S5
and S6) and are studied alongside
their other subjects. They take two
years to complete and are linked to
one of six key sectors of the Scottish
economy, so pupils are getting
industry experience helping them
kick-start a career in their chosen
field.

The first year is mainly classroom-based
and the second year is largely industry
based. This provides a unique opportunity
for pupils to gain valuable experience with
local employers before they leave school.
Foundation Apprenticeships are SCQF
LEVEL
6
(equivalent
to
Higher)
Qualifications are available in Creative and
Digital Media, Software Development,
Social Services Children and Young
People, Social Services and Healthcare.
Please speak to Mrs Murton about this
before applying on-line.

Further details on each
course can be found on-line:
https://www.whc.uhi.ac.uk/schools/why-choose-a-schoolcollege-partnership-course/gairloch-high-school/
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Inverness College

There are a vast range of opportunities at Inverness college, however, many of
them are day release, between 9-4pm on either a Friday or Tuesday, so this
means that you would need to provide your own transport (to at least
Achnasheen, where you could get the train). Please speak to the school if you
are considering any of these courses.

https://www.inverness.uhi.ac.uk/for-schools/onlineapplications/gairloch-high-school/
For pupils in S6 only who have successfully studied at Higher level and are
ready to progress to SCQF Level 7. Modules are an excellent way for S6
pupils to enhance their study portfolio and skills for applications for Higher
education. Please refer to the Schools Prospectus 2019/20 for module
information as some are online and some are face to face.

Other Modules
Degree Modules

Personal Effectiveness and Study Skills

Intro to Enterprise and Marketing ()

Questions in Psychology

Intro to Business Law

Gaelic for Learners 1A

Intro to Operations Management

Ideas and Ideologies in Politics

Intro to Financial Accounting

Understanding the Social World

People Management and Organisational
Development

Introduction to Fundamentals to Geology

Early Childhood Philosophy and Practice)
Intro to Psychology
Nature of Health
Understanding the Social World
Intro Architectural Technology

Climate, Land and People
Introduction to Global Environmental Issues
Anatomy and Physiology
Environment of Mountain Regions
Introduction to Sustainable Development
Introduction to Social Policy
Collecting and Analysing Data- Intro
Architectural Technology
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Courses

A number of courses are available through the HC Virtual Academy. These are
LEVEL
SUBJECT
timetabled in columns, but
may require
extra time (eg, to do practicals, etc.)
You will have at least 1 tutorial per week with a teacher, but you will be
National
5 andGerman
expected to be motivated,
committed
able to work INDEPENDENTLY for
the course.

Spanish

Courses

Latin

LEVEL
National 5

Higher
Higher

SUBJECT

German
Spanish
German
Latin

Spanish
German
Spanish
Latin
Biology
HumanHuman
Biology
Modern Studies
ModernMusic
Studies
Photography

Latin

Music

Advanced Higher

Chemistry

Photography
Physics

Maths
German
Advanced HigherMusic
Chemistry
History

Physics
How do I apply?

Maths

Please speak to Mrs Murton for further details to find out if you are suitable. The
German
closing date for entries is 11th March 2019. Some courses are extremely popular, so
applications after this date may be subject to space/availability.

Music

History
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Open University YASS courses (S6 only)

What is YASS?
Young Applicants in Schools Scheme (YASS) gives S6 students
in Scotland the unique opportunity to study a range of university
level modules in school alongside their other studies. YASS is
designed to bridge the gap between school and university,
college or employment and helps motivated students stand out
from the crowd. It encourages independent learning and builds
confidence. Key skills like time management and accessing electronic resources are
developed.

Registration for YASS modules is organised through the school, although

students deal directly with The OU when it comes to their course work and assessment.













We offer modules in a range of subjects including science, engineering, business
studies, IT and computing, arts, mathematics and languages.
Each module offered through YASS is Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework
(SCQF) Level 7, equivalent to first year university level.
Modules can last from six to nine months and are clearly structured with timetables
and deadlines.
Studying with The OU gives you the flexibility to decide when and where you study
each week, but can be done in a study column.
Shorter modules normally require up to eight hours of study a week, while a longer
one can require up to 14 hours a week.

Why take a YASS Module?
Skills gained through YASS can add valuable content to CVs
and job applications. Studying through YASS can also help
demonstrate a genuine interest in apprenticeship areas.
YASS modules can help students' applications to university or
college stand out and contribute valuable content to their
personal statements. YASS qualifications can be entered on
the education section of UCAS application forms.
Taking a YASS module can help students enhance their
knowledge, broaden skills and study subjects in a different way.
Students have access to the entire OU library which they can
use not only for their YASS module but for the other subjects
they are studying as well.
Details of courses that can be studied can be found at
http://www.open.ac.uk/scotland/study/young-applicants-schools/what-can-i-study
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Other choices out of school
Further Education

Further Education colleges offer pupils another choice. They can study for qualifications
which lead to a wide range of careers or which can be used for entry into Higher Education.
What are the different types of college courses?
 Most colleges offer courses for the full range of careers
 Some colleges specialise in qualifications such as textiles or agriculture
How are the courses organised?
The courses can be:
 Full time - usually for one or two years depending on the level of the course
 Part time - often by day release from work e.g. Modern Apprenticeships
 Taken in the evening - so pupils can work during the day
What can I study?
You can study:
 SVQs/NQs
 SQA Highers
 HNC and HND courses, often with
the opportunity to progress to
degree courses and many other
courses, including general
education and personal
development
What else do further education
colleges offer?
Most colleges offer:
 A range of clubs and societies
 Sport and leisure facilities
 Help with your careers planning
What about the cost?
 Full time courses are free for people aged 18 and under
 Most employers pay for part-time courses
 Bursaries may be awarded by the college concerned to help with other costs

Individual colleges operate slightly different systems due to their funding allocation and
students should check with each institution. However, if you are 16-19 and are going to take
a non-advanced course you may be able to claim an EMA or a bursary (WHC or under 18 an
EMA). In general, if you are over 18 the main way to get funding is a bursary.
Colleges have Student Funding Advisers and you should contact them to discuss the
specific arrangements for their college. Apply directly to the college as soon as you have
a place on a course
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Higher Education
There are many higher education institutions in
Scotland - universities and colleges - plus The Open
University. Between them they offer a complete
range of courses leading to diplomas and degrees at
all levels, both undergraduate and postgraduate in
every subject. Many of the courses are vocationally
oriented for pupils wishing to enter the professions,
industry, business and commerce and the public
services. Several of the colleges now have degreeawarding powers while the other colleges have their
courses validated by a university or degree-awarding
body. All institutions also offer postgraduate facilities
for study and research leading to higher degrees.
The colleges and universities all publish prospectuses and leaflets which give full details
about their facilities, their courses and the relevant entry requirements. Copies of these can
be found in the school's careers library. Many hold open days when prospective pupils are
welcome to visit the campuses. Requests for detailed information should be addressed to
the institutions direct.
Entry Qualifications
Full details are contained in the Entrance Guide to Higher Education in Scotland expressed
in terms of SQA and GCE passes with an indication of the ‘going rates’. However, other
qualifications are acceptable and will be welcomed. Further information is available from the
colleges and universities which encourage enquiries from pupils either directly or via their
websites.
Application Procedures
Most of the universities and colleges listed are members of UCAS (Universities and Colleges
Admissions Service). The deadline for making applications through UCAS to enter a degree
course is mid- January 2020 (exceptions are Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine and
Oxford and Cambridge Universities where applications must be made by approximately 6th
October 2019. All applications are online and will be processed through the school. Each
year we try to ensure that most applications have been sent by the October break. If a pupil
receives an offer with conditions attached, this timeframe allows them the opportunity to
strive to meet the conditions laid down by the college/university.
Application for admission to most Scottishbased degree-level courses in Art and Design is
made on one application form which is common
to University of Dundee (Duncan of Jordanstone
College), Edinburgh College of Art, Glasgow
School of Art and the Robert Gordon University
(Gray's School of Art). Intending pupils may, in
this way, apply to two centres (in order of
preference). This is done through the UCAS
system but the application deadline is usually
around February of the year of entry.
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SAAS (Student Awards Agency for Scotland) will pay the tuition fees for
all eligible Scottish and EU students studying at publicly funded
institutions in Scotland regardless of family income. Scottish students
studying elsewhere in the UK will have to pay up to £9,000 for tuition fees; you can apply for
a student loan to pay for part or all of this. The remaining funding is a combination of a
bursary, which you don’t have to repay, and a loan which you do have to repay. The amount
you can receive of either is dependent on household income – you should refer to the SAAS
website www.saas.gov.uk
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Job/ Employment
Thinking about work?
Ask yourself the following questions:
Are there many jobs for school leavers where you live? If
so, what type of jobs are they?
How many of them include some form of training?
How many of them will give you extra qualifications?

What should I find out about the work?
Find out:
 Exactly what you will be doing
 What you will be doing in the future
 What you can look forward to with your qualifications
What should I find out about the training?
Find out:





What type of training is offered
Whether you get time off work for training
What qualifications you will get
Where you will do your training

Why is training so important in a job?
 Training will give you real qualifications
 There will be fewer jobs in the future for people without qualifications
 Qualifications offer a step up the ladder to better jobs
If you are thinking about work, think about the training to go with it. Consult your Pupil
Support Teacher and Skills Development Scotland.
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Modern Apprenticeships

Modern Apprenticeships are open to anyone
aged 16 or over who lives in Scotland. They are
available across a wide range of jobs and offer
individuals the opportunity to train as a
craftsperson or for a technical or managerial role
whilst in paid employment. The scheme is not
only relevant to traditional industries – Modern
Apprenticeships are available in a number of
sectors with the format of training decided by the
appropriate SVQ or that sector.

In most cases, apprentices work towards an SVQ of Level 2 or above, studying part time for
between two and four years to gain the qualification although this is not the only focus of the
training. A Modern Apprenticeship will also give you a range of ‘soft skills’ to draw upon,
including sound communication, teamwork and problem solving skills and improved
numerical and IT skills, all of which are invaluable to any employer.

Your employer and Skills
Development Scotland will
meet the cost of Modern
Apprenticeships
employee
training so there is no cost to
you to learn new skills.
Travel and accommodation
costs may also be paid in
appropriate
circumstances.
The only investment you
need make is in terms of time
and the effort that you put in
which will bring enormous
rewards in the form of
improved
self-confidence,
competence, efficiency and
motivation.
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Employability Programme
The Employability Programme funded by Skills Development
Scotland can offer help to unemployed school leavers,
working with local training providers.
You will be offered support in:





Job searching through My World of Work and Universal Job Match websites
How to complete application forms
Building your CV
Preparing for an interview

You will be given help in achieving valuable work related certificates in:





Preparing for employment
Building employability skills
Understanding the responsibilities of employment
Dealing with work situations

Programmes are based on a ‘roll on roll off’ model. You can spend some time in college and
when you are ready on a work placement.
Activity Agreements
Activity Agreements are specifically for young people who:
 Have left school
 Are aged between 16 and 17 (up to 18 in some cases and up to 19 for those with
additional support or learning difficulties)
 Are not in education, employment or training and who have been assessed as
requiring intensive support to (re)engage through a tailored learning approach offered
by an Activity Agreement in order to progress onto further learning or training and
develop the skills needed to enter the labour market
 Are leaving school without an opportunity in place and for whom an Activity
Agreement has been identified as the most appropriate post-school intervention
based on an assessment of their learning and skills needs
 Are unable or not ready to access other options after leaving school because of
problems such as prolonged absence from school, disabilities or learning difficulties
 Are/have been unable to sustain 16 or more hours (classed as almost full-time) on
other provision
Young people may be able to access Educational Maintenance Allowance during the
duration of their Activity Agreement.
Contact: Jennifer Teague jennifer.teague@sds.co.uk
www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk

www.myworldofwork.co.uk
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A
S5-6
HIGHER
COURSES

S4-6
N4/5
COURSES

B

Human Biology
Modern Studies/History

Chemistry
Geology
Gaelic

Chemistry
Design & Manufacture/PWW
Art
Hospitality (WHC Day Release)*

Physics
PE
French
Engineering Science
Hospitality (WHC DR)*

Highland Council Virtual Academy

HC Virtual Academy

AH Chemistry
AH Physics
AH History
AH Maths
AH Modern Studies
AH Mechanics
AH German
S5-6
AH Music
HCVA/College
Foundation Apprenticeships
Business Skills
Creative Digital Media
Software Development
Services Children & Young
People
Social Services Children &
Healthcare

H Human Biology
H Modern Studies
H German
H Latin
H Music
H Photography
H Spanish
West Highland College
H Business Mgt
H Psychology
H Computing Science
NPA (L6) Music Business

C

English
Geography
Art
Outdoor Education

D
Physics
PE
French
Gàidhlig

E

F (S4 ONLY)

Maths
Music
Design & Manufacture

Maths (S5/6 ONLY)
Maths

Music
Geography
Gàidhlig
Early Learning & Childcare

Drama
Biology
Modern Studies
Gaelic
Hospitality (WHC DR)*

English (S4 ONLY)

S5/6 ONLY
HC Virtual Academy

N5 German
N5 Latin
N5 Spanish
West Highland College
N5 Psychology
N5 Business
N5 Computing Science

S4 Students should choose a first choice from A, B, D and E. All
students in S4 MUST DO MATHS AND ENGLISH.
S5 Students should choose 5 options, one from each BlockA-E.
S6 Students should choose at least 4 subjects and should consider
one of the Wider Achievement opportunities:
Work Placement/Employability Award, SQA Leadership, Health &
Safety Award, Food Hygiene Certificate, HLH Leadership
Open University YASS modules (S6) can be chosen in any column.
These are counted as one subject, and require a high level of
motivation and independent learning skills.
INVERNESS COLLEGE COURSES- Please see the Inverness college
website for specific courses. If you opt for FRIDAY Day-release, you
must ensure that you catch up with any missed work during study
periods.
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